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Beloved ones, we are
indeed desirous of anchoring
light as a portal to South
America. This will become clear to you after the Luxor trip, wherein a triangle of light will
be established between focuses at Luxor, the Grand Teton and the light in South America
from Lake Titicaca.
There has been discussion at the Darjeeling Council regarding a certain transfer of
light whereby there could be the sponsorship directly of Brazil as a sister nation to
America by the Goddess of Liberty, the Great Divine Director, Saint Germain and Portia,
for the work that is to be established for the coming golden age.
Set aside your funds if necessary, especially those of you who were not able to
come to Luxor, and come with me! I need twenty-four, blessed ones. I cannot guarantee
that there will be a later journey to South America to visit the seven nations because of
what is coming upon the earth during the battle of Armageddon.
Therefore, I implore some among you especially those in Miami and other amongst
you who I am personally calling this day, to come with those who have already made the
commitment to come with the Messenger. Go to Brazil! Anchor the light! See that light in
that triangle of fire that we will anchor from Luxor to Lake Titicaca and to the Grand
Teton Range at our retreat not only in the Cave of Symbols but the entire retreat in the
Tetons.
And through this action of the triangle of light, we will draw off certain records of
darkness that have occurred not only in South America in past civilizations, but also upon
Atlantis and that have manifested in what you have known as the Bermuda Triangle and a
certain negative spiral that has drawn down the energies of people in that voodoo practice
in the Caribbean.
I am with you always for your victory! Walk with me! Talk with me! Be my hands
and feet. Come with me to South America. Anchor the light! And we will see a new world
dawning. Yes, a new world. Not only that southern tier, but everywhere because we walk in
God’s light.
I thank you and bid you adieu. Saint Germain
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